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Chapter 3

Heterodyne receiver concepts

3.1 Mixing elements

In this Section we give a brief overview of the three most important (non-linear) mix-
ing elements in the submillimeter and terahertz frequency range.

3.1.1 Schottky-diodes

Schottky diodes are fabricated with a metal-semiconductor junction rather than the
conventional p-n junction of two semi-conductors. These devices are named after
the German physicist Walter H. Schottky, who in 1938 explained the rectifying be-
havior of the metal-semiconductor contact. In general, Schottky-barrier diodes are
majority-carrier devices that do not suffer from the charge-storage effects that limit
semiconductor p-n junctions. In the terahertz regime essentially all Schottky diodes
are fabricated with GaAs, thanks to the high electron mobility of this semiconductor
material. At the metal to (lightly doped) semiconductor interface a voltage depen-
dent potential barrier is created. The result is a strongly non-linear current voltage
characteristic that facilitates the mixing (multiplication) process. GaAs is, due to
its high mobility and high breakdown voltage the material of choice at microwave
frequencies and above. In principle the metal-semiconductor barrier can be created
by many metals, however for whisker contacted point-contact devices hard materials
such as tungsten or platinum are traditionally employed. Aside from the quality of
the I/V curve (sharpness, leakage..) parasitic reactance plays an important role in
the RF performance of the device. This is especially true at submillimeter and tera-
hertz frequencies. Not until the late eighties did planar beamlead technology mature
enough [1, 2] to make planar Schottky devices viable at frequencies above ∼ 200 GHz.
This feat is especially impressive considering the potential for parasitic capacitance in
a high dielectric material such as GaAs (Cp = ε0εrA/d, and εr=13.8). ε0 is the per-
mittivity of free space (8.854×10−12 F/m), A the effective area, and d the dielectric
thickness.
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Figure 3.1: a) Traditional whisker contacted Schottky diode. b) Planar Schottky diode version. To
minimize parasitic capacitance the GaAs substrate between the contact pad and anode is etched
away, forming an air-channel. The upper frequency is set by the parasitic capacitances Cf , Cs, Css,
the contact resistance Rs, and zero bias junction capacitance C0. Source: Bishop et al. [1, 2].

There are in principle a variety of ways to establish a metal-semiconductor contact.
The more traditional whisker contacted Schottky diode, with associated electrical
model, is shown in Fig. 3.1a. The cutoff frequency of the diode is set by the series
resistance (Rs) and zero bias junction capacitance of the diode. For this reason, a
lightly doped epitaxial layer, is grown on top of low resistivity bulk GaAs. To further
minimize series resistance, the Ohmic contact resistance of the chip must be of very
high quality. The whisker serves as an antenna and couples the incoming radiation
from the waveguide [3] or cornercube [4] to the diode.

In Fig. 3.1b we show the planar (modern) version of a Schottky diode. To maxi-
mize the frequency response the parasitic capacitance Cf and Css (in series with Cs)
needs to be minimized. This is accomplished by etching a channel directly under-
neath the anode contact finger. It minimizes not only stray capacitance to the GaAs
n-doped substrate but also the pad-pad coupling. Rs, the series resistance of the
epilayer, is minimized by positioning the cathode contact pad as close as physically
possible to the Schottky barrier interface. For terahertz diodes, typical values of Rs

and C0, the zero bias capacitance in parallel with Cs + Css, are on the order of 10
Ohm and 2 fF.

From an RF perspective, the advantages of Schottky diode mixers is that they work
well into the terahertz, are homogeneous, robust, and do not require cryogenic cooling.
They can thus be utilized where cryogenic cooling is not possible or practical. On the
flip side, the required LO pump power is quite high, typically a few milliwatt [5, 6].
However if a 10 % reduction in sensitivity can be tolerated than the LO pump level
may be reduced by as much as 60 % [7]. Schottky diode mixers have, compared
to cryogenic cooled SIS and HEB mixers, a relatively low sensitivity. At 585 GHz,
the best reported T DSB

rec of Schottky receivers is 1150 K at room temperature, and



3.2. THE SINGLE-ENDED RECEIVER 59

880 K cooled [8]. This corresponds to ∼ 32 hν/kB, where hν/kB equals the quantum
noise limit. For comparison, SIS receivers in this frequency range exhibit typically
a sensitivity of 3 – 5 hν/kB (Chap. 7). The receiver noise temperature of Schottky
receivers increases with frequency, and reaches ∼ 8000 K at 2.5 THz [6] and 70.000 K
at 4.75 THz [4], though the latter result may be due to a RF coupling rather than
a device issue. In contrast to the relatively low sensitivity, the IF bandwidth of
Schottky-diodes has essentially no upper frequency limit [9].

3.1.2 SIS tunnel junctions

Superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions are quantum me-
chanical devices whose operation is based on the principle of photon-assisted tun-
neling [10]. These devices are discussed extensively in this thesis, and we refer to
Chaps. 4, 5, 7, 8 & 9 for further detail. Operation of SIS junctions is limited by the
energy gap of the superconductor, which for niobium is ∼ 1400 GHz.

3.1.3 Hot electron bolometer mixers

Hot electron bolometers rely on a bolometric effect and use the power-law as the
mixing principle. “Bolometer” literally means “heat detector”, e.g. v(t)2/R ∝ T(t)
with v(t) = vs cos(ωst) + vLO cos(ωLOt). The principle of operation is outlined in
Sec. 4.3, with the IF bandwidth, electrothermal feedback, and mixer conversion gain
discussed in Chap. 6. Hot electron bolometers do not have an upper frequency
limit, unlike SIS junctions, and are currently the element of choice for sensitive high
resolution terahertz spectroscopy.

3.2 The single-ended Receiver

In its most basic form, the single-ended double sideband (DSB) mixer was introduced
in Chap. 2. For this type of mixer the upper and lower sidebands “fold” in the down-
conversion process and are present at the intermediate frequency (IF) output (Sec.
2.3). The invention of the “super-heterodyne” receiver as shown in Fig. 3.2 is cred-
ited to E. Armstrong [11] (1920). This technique allows amplification and filtering of
the detected signal at an intermediate frequency (IF) where electronic circuits work
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Figure 3.2: Single-ended “super-heterodyne” receiver layout. At frequencies above ∼ 100 GHz low
noise amplifiers are presently unavailable, and sensitive diode detectors (Sec. 3.1) must be employed.
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well. In contrast to the superheterodyne receiver, early radio pioneers like Marconi
employed direct down-conversion to baseband techniques without IF conversion. The
classical example of this is the AM crystal radio. In practice, due to poor frequency
selectivity and front-end filtering, this technique results in a poor signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) at the detector output. These problems were often exacerbated by the
inadequate front-end and mixer components at the time. As an interesting side note,
modern AM and FM integrated circuits avoid the standard 10.7 MHz and 455 KHz
IF frequencies and process the information at a frequency closer to baseband where
integrated circuit (op-amps) work well. This avoids the use of large inductors and
capacitors needed at the forth mentioned IF frequencies.

The elegance of the single-ended mixer is its simplicity. It is no accident that
during WW II, microwave diode mixers experienced, as part of the radar technology
development effort, a tremendous boost in frequency range, sensitivity, and reliability.
From this early beginning, it has proven very difficult to extend heterodyne principles
to submillimeter and terahertz frequencies. It was not until the mid-seventies that
technology allowed the first (InSb) hot electron bolometer and SIS mixers [12, 13,
14, 15]. These mixers were single-ended (1 diode) DSB. Even today the majority of
submillimeter and terahertz receivers are constructed this way.

Simplicity comes however with some undesirable properties. The mixer has, for
example, poor RF/LO isolation and no immunity to intermodulation products or am-
plitude fluctuations of the local oscillator source. For some applications an additional
disadvantage is that both the signal and image sidebands are present at the IF output.

Figure 3.3: A single-ended DSB SIS waveguide mixer operational in the 275 – 425 GHz atmospheric
window. a) The basic mixer block. b) Detailed view of the waveguide antenna structure, c) Electro-
magnetic field distribution, and d) Quartz substrate with radial probe antenna and two AlN tunnel
barrier SIS junctions. These also serve as the capacitive element of the RF matching network (Sec.
7.2). Design: J. W. Kooi, Chaps. 7 & 8.
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It is not until recent [16, 17, 18] that material and device technology has allowed
superior, but also more complex designs to be extended into the submillimeter and
terahertz regime [19]. In Chap. 7 of this thesis we describe a recently constructed
“Technology demonstration receiver” (Trex). This instrument demonstrates a variety
of new techniques that pave the way for the more complex receiver implementations
of Chap. 8. The large format array receivers discussed in Chap. 9 are for simplicity’s
sake of the double sideband type described in Fig. 3.2.

3.3 The switched-load (Dicke) receiver

In their realization essentially all heterodyne mixers suffer from total power gain
instability. There are a variety of reasons, most of which are related to the high
gain (∼ 80 dB) in the receiving system. Some physical phenomena that effect gain
stability are: Sensitivity to temperature fluctuations, bias noise, microphonic pickup,
and modulation of standing waves between the LO source and mixer unit (see Chap.
10 for details). To circumvent gain instabilities, with associated loss in sensitivity
and baseline distortion, the mixer input may be continuously switched between the
antenna and a (cold) load. This switched input scheme, known as Dicke switching,
was first introduced by Dicke in 1946 [20].

Without switching, or differential measurements as it is commonly known today,
gain instability (Sec. 2.3.5) will limit the baseline quality, calibration accuracy, and
integrated rms noise (sensitivity). Schematically the switched receiver is shown in
Fig. 3.4.

To demonstrate the effect of gain instability, we show in Fig. 2.6 the total power
and spectroscopic stability of HIFI HEB mixer band 7 [21] with associated spectra.
The response is typical of many measurements derived during the instrument level
test campaign (ILT) [22]. Chap. 10 is in its entirety is devoted to the required switch
rate of hot electron bolometer receivers and the effect of standing waves in the optics
path. Because of the short stability time (the noise is uncorrelated), we find for
HEB receivers differential measurements such as load-chop or double-beam-switch a
necessity. This severely limits the position switch time (slew the entire telescope off
source for calibration), thereby having a significant impact on the overall observation
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Figure 3.4: Dicke or switched receiver layout [20]. Synchronously switching the receiver input to a
reference load on a short time scale (∼ 1 s) subtracts common mode gain fluctuations and drift at
the backend spectrometer output. This technique leaves in principle a clean baseline (Fig. 2.6).
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strategy.

For all its advantages, the Dicke receiver has the disadvantage of spending half
the time looking into a calibration load, rather than on the sky. In addition, due
to the “on - off” subtraction of essentially white noise (signal is deeply embedded in
the noise) with a Gaussian noise like distribution, the Dicke receiver also exhibits an
increased noise level of

√
2. Thus for a differential or switching receiver the sensitivity

degrades by a factor of two when compared to an ideal non-switching receiver, e.g.

TA =
2 · T SSB

sys√
ηc∆νTint

. (3.1)

Here ηc is the chopping efficiency, ∼ 90 %, Tint the on-source integration time, TA

the rms antenna noise temperature, and ∆ν the noise fluctuation bandwidth of the
measurement. The factor 2 is a significant loss in sensitivity and corresponds to a
factor 4 in integration time over an ideal instrument. To circumvent this problem an
interferometer or correlation receiver (Secs. 3.4 & 3.6) may be employed.

3.4 The interferometer receiver

An interferometer utilizes at least two antennas, both pointed at the same source.
After correcting for the difference in phase between input signals, a function of antenna
separation, the IF signals are cross-correlated at the IF backend processor. As such
an interferometer receiver observes the source with 100 % time efficiency. A two
element interferometer thus has a sensitivity improvement over the switched (Dicke)
receiver of 2

√
2, assuming the same system temperature and antenna characteristics.

In Fig. 3.5 we show a block diagram of the two element interferometer receiver.
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Figure 3.5: Interferometer receiver layout. In this case at least two antennae are pointed at the same
source. The local oscillator signal is injected in phase. After correcting for a phase delay due to the
baseline offset, the IF signals are cross correlated leaving only the detected signal and residual white
noise.
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Figure 3.6: Balanced input receiver layout. The RF input hybrid can either be 90◦ or 180◦. In
general a 180◦ input hybrid offers a higher degree of intermodulation noise cancellation and RF/LO
port isolation than a 90◦ input hybrid. When utilizing symmetry in the (SIS) diodes I/V curves, the
IF signals may be summed thereby rejecting common mode LO amplitude noise.

3.5 The balanced receiver

A balanced receiver may be constructed with a 90◦ or 180◦ input hybrid, and a
summing node at the IF output. In general though, a 180◦ balanced mixer has superior
intermodulation and LO/RF port isolation properties than a 90◦ balanced mixer.
At submillimeter or terahertz frequencies, parasitic device capacitance negates the
intermodulation problem. However, poor LO/RF port isolation in the 90◦ balanced
mixer remains a problem. It causes LO signal that reflects off the active device to
appear at the RF port, hence causing a local oscillator induced optical standing
waves in the telescope structure. Such as standing wave is liable to create gain
instability at the output of the receiver. Despite this disadvantage, constructed in
waveguide the quadrature hybrid is two-dimensional (planar), as opposed to a 180◦

“magic Tee”, and thus much more readily implemented. In Sec. 8.2 we treat the theory
and implementation of balanced receivers, and in particular look at the design and
implementation of quadrature hybrid balanced receivers in the range 180 – 720 GHz.
Fig. 3.6 shows the general layout of a balanced receiver.

3.6 The correlation receiver

In a single dish telescope, a factor two in observing time (
√

2 in sensitivity) may be
gained by having one beam continuously on-source with a second beam continuously
off-source. Fig. 3.7 shows the block diagram of such a scheme with either a 90◦ or
180◦ RF input hybrid. This receiver configuration has the advantage that correlated
signals are rejected. Thus by design, gain fluctuations, atmospheric turbulence, and
LO standing waves common to both channels are cancelled.

In principle therefore the correlation receiver offers continuous differencing and
exquisite baseline quality without platforming and baseline distortion that plague
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of a dual-input continuous comparison (correlation) receiver. For symme-
try and noise cancellation, the local oscillator signal is injected in phase. The reference beam may be
terminated on a radiometric equivalent cold load or on an offset position on the sky. Common mode
signals present in both the signal and reference beam are subtracted at the correlated IF output.

more standard receiver configurations. It does however require a reference beam. For
the correlation receiver to work optimally, the reference beam has to be 100 % off-
source, which is best achieved with point like sources. Note that the reference beam
may be terminated on a variable internal cold load, preset to the same temperature as
the observed sky brightness. However in this case LO standing waves and atmospheric
scintillations are uncommon to both channels, and therefore not subtracted. The
correlation receiver is thus found ideally suited for (high redshift extragalactic) point-
like observations with spectral lines that are deeply embedded in the noise. In Sec. 8.4,
the theory and implementation of a 280 – 420 GHz correlation receiver is treated in
detail.

3.7 The sideband separating receiver

The so far described mixers are all double sideband in nature. To separate the signal
and image sidebands it is possible to use at the RF input port of the mixer a high-Q
filter to suppress one of the sidebands. This technique is narrow band as the RF
filter is generally fixed tuned. A more broadband approach is to use a 90◦ hybrid in
both the RF and IF. This shifts the phase of the signal and image sidebands by 180◦

allowing them to be separated in the IF. Though less common, it is also possible to
use a 180◦ hybrid on the RF input. Fig. 3.8 shows the layout of a sideband separating
(2SB) receiver. The theory and implementation of a 600 – 720 GHz 2SB receiver is
treated in detail in Sec. 8.5.
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sidebands to be separated in the IF.

3.8 Summary

We have looked at a variety of mixer and receiver configurations. At frequencies be-
low 100 GHz, advances in microwave monolithic circuit integration (MMIC) design
has allowed mixers to be implemented as double or even triple balanced, as well as
sideband separating. At submillimeter frequencies and above, due to material limita-
tions (mobility), difficulties in lithography and funding, the vast majority of mixers
has until very recent been single-ended (DSB). Thanks however to recent advances in
microfabrication, we see today the emergence of more complex mixer designs in the
submillimeter and even terahertz frequency regimes. The more advanced receivers
are expected to benefit astronomical data quality and speed of operation. We have
devoted Chap. 8, and to some extent Chap. 9 to this topic.
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